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I. THE MATHEMATICAL FORMALISM 

a) The system of coordinates and designations: the (XYZ) or (R¢Z) 

system will be used, magnetic field has the Z-component (H), there are 

"N" detectors along the Z-axis, each detector (Zn;n=l,2, .. ,N) registers 

"Mn" space points {(Rmn'<pmn'Zn), m=l,2, ... ,Mn} with the accuracy "o'mn"• 

b) Analytical view of the trajectory: 

(I.la) 

(I.lb) 

(I.le) 

where X
0

,Y
0

,Z
0 

are the vertex position, "/3" is the (pZ) angle and "a" is 

the (XY) angle of momentum "p", 
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( 1.2) 

( I. 3) 

c) The vertex function (abbr. VF). In accordance to the rule of 

the VF creation [ 1, p. 424] it is necessary to redefine parameters 

"r
0

,o:,A" through X
0

,Y
0

,Z
0 

and two formal detector counts· at Zv and Zk. 

Simple transformations of expressions (I.a-cl allow one to get follows 

relations 

a - A(Z - Z) 
V O 

y - yo 
= Arctg Xµv_ X 

µv o 
( = F (X , Y ) ) • 

µv o o 

(I. 4) 

(l.5) 

( I. 6) 



These expressions redefine parameters "A" and "a" 

F - F 
A=_ lk µv 

~ - zv 

a= P -A(2Z -7. -z) 
lkµv o 7< v · 

( I. 7) 

(I.8) 

The expression (I.6) can be used for the definition of the vertex 

function: 

M M N M -le V n 
V(X ,Y ,z )= r r r r G{a - A(Z - Z )-F ;u }u 

o o o l l l l n o mn mn mn ( I. 9) 

l=lµ=ln=lm=l 

where parameters ."a,A" are used as (I.7,8). 

G(x;s) ls the coordinates precision (s) function that can be 

in several forms (views): 

or 

or 

2 
G(x;s)= exp(-;s)/sv'Zn 

{ (Zs)-1 I G(x;s)= . at xi~ s 

0 • lxl> s 

3 

G(x;s)= { 

-~- (1 - x2 2 s4~ /Ss) at lxl~s~ 

0, lxl>s~. 

( I. 10a) 

( I. lOb) 

( I. 10c) 

used 

These interpretations of the G(x;s) reflect various types of de

tectors (for instance, (I. lOb) is typical for proportional chambers), 

but simplify also the analysis of VF. 

The function (I. 9) requires about M
3 number of operations ( the 

abbreviation NOP will be used in the following) and reflects itself the 

track reconstruction by the exhaustive search. 

However one can exclude the (µ) summation out of this definition 

or to change "v ->n" and to get the new expression of this VF 

2 
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Mk N Mn F -F 
V(X

0
,Y

0
,Z

0
) l l l lk mn 

= G{z z (Z -Zk)-F +Plk ;u }u (I.11) 

l=ln=lm=l 
k- n o mn mn mn mn. 

It looks more attractive in the order of NOP(~~). It can be mentioned 

that this definition of VF does not contain a possibility to do a simple 

step to the reconstruction of trajectories ( as it was for straight 

tracks) and this VF(I.11) is "independent" description of the track 

pattern. 

II.SEARCH FOR THE PRIMARY VERTEX 

To solve this task one can neglect the transversal sizes of 

colliding beams which are small enough (15 µmat LHC, <lmm for SSC) in 

the comparison to counts of detectors (it means that minimal coordinate 

of a detector is larger than the be.am radius). It can be mentioned also 

that the problem of the z-separation of primary vertices will be very 

severe [2]. 

So, the V(Z
0

) gets the view: 

M N M 
k n </> </> c· ') (II.1) lk- mn+ i-J rr . 

V(Z )= l l l G{ 2 2 (Z - Zk)-</> +P1k -Jrr ;u } u o k- n o mn mn mn mn 
l=ln=lm=l 

i,j= ... -2,-1,0,1,2, ... these parameters should be determined 

for particular experiment. 

In the following th·e notation of the V(Z
0

) will be used in 

other form ( for the simplicity): 

l\ N 

V(Zo)= l l 
M 

n 

r G{A(Z - Zk)-C;u }u l o mnmn. 
l=l·n=lm=l 

This function has several extremes, 

(I I. la) 

especially for the 

multivertices events and the determination of the vertex position 2
0 

foresees two stages: 

1) The localization of the subregion of global maximum of 

3 
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In the same way it was done for the straight tracks, the economic • 
method [1,p.426] can be used. The main task at this step is the analy-

tical integration: 

l\ N Mn 

I 
µ E E E Jµ 

lkmn (µ=O, 1, ... ,4) 

l=ln=lm=l 

where 

µ 
Jlkmn 

2u 

= Jd2(2 -z )µ G{A(2 -
0 0 0 

2L 

2 )-C· ~ k 
k ' mn mn. 

(I I. 2) 

(I I. 2a) 

This problem is very simple if the G( x; s) is used in discrete 

form (I.lOb). It is necessary to solve simple system of unequalities: 

{ 2i.' zo. 'u. 

IA(2 -2) - Cl~~ o k mn 
~ 

( II. 3) 

If this system has no solutions, it means that for the "base" 

point (Rlk' </Ilk' 2k) there are no "track extent ion" into the point 

CR ,q, ,2 ), or Jµlk = 0. In opposite case mn mn n mn 

Jµ 

where: 

21 

22 

= Jd2 (2 -z )µ 
0 0 0 

= 1 - µ+l 
µ+1( 2 -2) 

0 0 

21 

c _ ~l 
max (~' 2k+ ~ IAI 

z2 = min (2L,2k+ ~ + ~) 
A IAI 
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(I I. 4) 

(II. 5) 

" 

2u• 2L are upper and lower limits of the searching region (it can be 

comparable with sizes of whole experimental installation). Approximate 

position of vertex is determined by the solution of cub:l.c equat;i.on tha,t 

has coefficients determined by integrals I . 
µ 

2) Precise determination of the vertex. On this stage the 

parabolic fit [1,p.427] also can be used. The parabolic interpretation 

(I.12c) of the accuracy function is useful too. Final result has exact 

value of 2
0 

and one can get the dispersion S(2
0

) of the V(2
0

). 

Results of very simple test of this vertex determination are shown 

on Fig.1-3. 

III. THE REMOVAL OF THE VERTEX AND PREPARATION 

OF ARRAYS FOR THE TRACK RECONSTRUCTION 

This possi bill ty is obviously enough if one looks back to the 

integration (II.2-5). The width of the V(2
0

) peak is narrow in the 

comparison with initial big limits. Coordinates of the trajectories 

emitted from finding vertex correspond to this peak and while the integ

ration is performed over the peak width, one can prepare the array 

{Rmn' q,mn, 2n}k of the "track extentions" for the point (Rlk' </Ilk'~). 

This array, of course, will have false points too (a noise, counts 

of other vertices, trajectories), this "overloading" is determined 

mainly by the detector accuracy. However, the task of the reconstruction 

of single trajectory over this limited array looks more simple than the 

analysis of all track data. 

Similarly, one can exclude all coordinates that belong to the 

vertex out of original data or, in other words, to do the "cleaning" 

(removal) of current vertex for the following search for other vertices. 

With these methods (ch. II+III) one can exclude all points of all 

primary intensive vertices and thereby get more simple track data in the 

remainder for the following analysis ( let it be the search of rare 

decays). 

Fig. 4 illustrates how this method works for simple simulated 

3-vertices event. 
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Fig.1 The simplest simulation of 4-tracks pattern. The X(Z) plane. 
Detectors ore placed at z=200,400,600,... mm 
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Fig.2 The view of vertex function V(Z) for 
track pattern shown in Fig.1. 
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Fig .3 Statistical distribution of the vertex determination 
for 100 simulated events like shown in Fig.1. 
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Fig.4 Evolution of the V(z) at the 'cleaning': 
'a' is original vertex function for 3 vertices at 

z=-80 mm (Mult.=4),-55mm(M=3),-40mm(M=3); 
'b' the removal of the vertex (z=-40) was done; 
'c' the same for the vertex at z=-80. 

z 
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IV. SEPARATION OF THE TRACKS DATA INTO 

"KINEMATICAL" SUBREGIONS 

The "integral model" allows one to get not only the vertex func

tions, but also to construct the functions for the other parameters. For 

the solenoid one can create the function F( A), that has "kinematical" 

parameter "A"( I. 3) as the argument. This parameter connects the partic

les charge and the value of longitudinal momentum. Looking back again 

to equations (I.5,6) one can exclude parameters a, Z
0 

and get: 

l\ N 

F(A)= l l 
M 

n 

r G{A - Al*k ;~ }~ l mn mn mn, 
l=ln=lm=l 

where 

* Alkmn 
c/>lk-cf>mn+(i-j)n: 

z--=z 
k n 

( IV. 1) 

(IV.la) 

Real trajectories manifest themselves in this functions as high 

enough peaks (amplitude is about of N) beyond the combinatorial background, 

Simple track pattern (fig.5) was simulated for the illustration of the 

F(A). The view of the F(A) is shown in fig.6-6b. 

For the high multiplicity event this F(A) will have a very compli

cated view and the analytical search for trajectories does not seem 

expedient. However, this function is simple for the integration like 

(I I. 2-5) and, respectively, for the extraction of the single track 

arrays, as it was done in ch.III. This F(A) can be used by the following 

method. 

One can determine boundaries of the parameter "A" for the particular 

experiment. This region is divided onto "Q" subregions, each of them 

contains "K=M/Q" tracks (here ."M" is total quantity of tracks). And 

then, for various methods of the track reconstruction with typical value 

of NOP bigger than "K" (for instance, equals "K2"), one will have consi

derable profit in the number of operations (Nt) in comparison with NOP 

(about of~) to reconstruct over whole array: 

~-;' 
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I 

1) 
I 

a) for the sequential reconstruction of all subregions 

Nt:eQ*(MIQ) 2= ~IQ_
1 

(IV.2) 

b) for the parallel reconstruction of all subregions 

Nt~(M/Q)2= ~/Q2, (IV.3) 

It should be noted, that such separation is not a "geometrical 

division", which can lead to the distortion of the track picture. 

The separation of the whole track pattern into "kinematical" sub

regions is a simple way for concurrent processing for the track recon

struction problem. This idea is based on the full independence the data 

arrays for different subr°egions. One can perform procedures of the track 

reconstruction in several computers of either high and low performance 

using various methods, 

The considerable decrease of the overall processing time will be 

achieved if the time needed just for data separation is short enough 

(the same order as the data transfer time). 

Let us estimate the value of the data transfer time (Tt) for the 

hypothetical detector unit with the number of position sensitive planes 

N=lO, the multiplicity in each plane M=lOOO, the data range word length 

of the track information L=16 bit. For the transfer rate R=20 MB/s this 
. . 2*N*M time 1s Tt ~ -R-- ~ 1 ms. 

The time estimation for the separation of the full track pattern 

into Q=lO "kinematical" subregions, if one uses the computer with 

. N*M
2

*Q performance P=40 MIPS, 1s Ts~ --R-- ~ 2.5 s. 

This time is too large with respect to transfer time Tt. It is 

necessary to notice that the time to reconstruct the track will not be 

smaller but of the same order or even more. 

The decrease of the time Ts may be achieved only with the proces

sing of several pieces (K) of the whole track picture simultaneously. ·In 

this case the time estimation is T ~ N*K~*Q*t, where t is the time to 
s p p 

process one coordinate point. 

Note again the simple form of the equation for
0

the F(A) (IV.1). It 

allows to build a very regular architecture of the specialized processor 
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unit for hardware implementation. The algorithm to separate 
• 

the 
2000.00 X(Z) 

' coordinate samples consists of several simple operations for every 

points: I 1000.00 

* calculate simple arithmetic expression for A; 

determine if the point belongs to the subregion "A"; q 
- load the current point to the corresponding array. 

It seems that it is correct to estimate time t to be no more then p 
100 ns (especially for interger arithmetics). If K is equal to N*Q ( it 

corresponds to concurrent separation into Q subregions for all coordi-

~ nate planes) then T ~K--*t ~ 100 ms. s p 
Moreove~ if to process J points in every plane at the same time 

the result will be T s 
100 

~ J ms. 

The last equation is the way to achieve very high performance in 

separating tracks data into "kinematical" subregions and inspires 

the further work. 

The sketch of one specialized processor unit architecture for 

hardware implementation is presented at Fig.6c. 

In the case of hardware implementation the scale of integ-

ration may be very high if some of the modules will be implemented as 

ASlC chip. 

Of course, the suggestions of hardware implementation is only 

preliminary and requires further discussion. 

It should be noted that the authors do not consider any particular 

method of data transfer between the parts of the data acquisition sys

tem because there are many implementations of those in various experi

mental installations. 

V. SEARCH FOR JETS 

As it follows out of the results of the paper[4), devoted, in parti

cular, to the Monte-Carlo simulation of jets at Tev region of the 

· energy, hard component of the jet (the momentum value > 1 Tev) is 

concentrated in a narrow cone with typical angle about of 50 mrad. In 

the following the 'hard component of the jet' wi 11 be implied as the 

jet. 

Looking back at kinematical function (V.l), one can suppose that 

peaks, which are corresponding to the jet, will be concentrated in nar-

10 
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Fig.5 The view of X(Z) for 3 'usual' particles (marked by dots) 
and 5 'jet' particles. 

row region of the "A". The positive-charged part of the jet is concen

trated close to the point "A"(for instance, it is positive), and the 

negative-charged part of the jet is near at the symmetrical point "-A". 

Perhaps, it is most significant manifestation of the jet in terms of 

kinematical variable "A". This manifestation can be increased by a 

very simple method: in the argument of the "G" function (IV.la) one have 

* * to replace A 9 IA I lkmn lkmn ( see definition (IV. la) and get the 

function": 

Mk N M 
n 

J(A)= \ \ \ G{A -IA*lk l;ff }ff 
. LLL mn mnmn. 

l=ln=lm=l 
(V. 1) 

"jet 

Joined this way, total peak of the jet will look as the 

prominent one at the background of "usual" particles. "Mathematical 

simplicity" of the J(A) allows one to use analytical method for the 

search for these 'prominent' peaks (jets), as it is used in the vertex 

determination. Moreover, for the most amplification of the jet peak, one 

can engage the coordinate-amplitude information of calorimeters to 

construct the equation (V.1). 
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Fig.6 An attempt to get the view of F(A) on the whole. 

The resolution of graph does not separate 
single peaks (particles) well. 
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Fig.60 Same view of the F(A) for one particle at A=-8.BE-4. 
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Fig.6b The piec of F(A) for 2 negative 'jet' particles. 
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The jets funotion J(A) for tracks picture on the fig.5 is shown at 

fig.7. 

40.00 

20.00 

J(A) 

2.00 3.00 4.00 ~.00 

Fig.7 

A-10000 

The 'jet' function J(A). The 'jet' looks here 
as prominent peak at A=2.E-4 . 

CONCLUSION 

6.00 

The analysis of vertex function allows one to separate vertices and 

to prepare arrays for the reconstruction of single track.Moreover, the 

preliminary vertex determination simplifies considerably the following 

reconstruction of kinematical parameters. 

The using of kinematical separation of tracks data substantiates 

the simple way for the parallel reconstruction of trajectories and 

has the profit in the number of operations. 

Analytical search for jets can be used as 'software trigger' in 

some experiments. 

This ideology can be used at LHC, SSC, at nuclear accelerators at 

Los-Alamos, Darmstadt etc. 
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A11yHeHKO IO.A:, CenlOHMH C.IO. El-92-333 
11HrerpanbHblH aHanMl rpeKOBOH 11Hlj>opMa11MM B coneHOMAe 

' .. -
PaccMaTpMeaercA BOlM.O>t<HOCTb np8ABapMTeflbHOro aHanMla rpeKOBOH MH¢>opMaiiMM B. 3K.C• 

nep...,MettTax ,c BblCOKOH MHO>KecTBEliHOCTbtO AnR TpeKOBblX AeTeKTopoe, noMelLl,eHHblX B cone

HOMAanbHOe MarHMTHOe none. noAOOOblH aHanMl nP8AYCMaTpl1B8eT Bbln0flH8HMe Cfl8AYIOllll1X 
<!>yHKIIMH: 

. 1) onpeAeneHMe nepaMSHblX (MHTeHCMBHblX) eepww~; 
2) n0AC0TOeKa MBCCMBOB, COAep>t<all.lHX. KOOpAHHaTbl AnA OAHOro TpeKa, AnR nocn8AYIO• 

mero eoccraHOBfl8HMR rpaeKTop11ii; , . 
3) "OSMCTKa" (yilan8HHe) nepeHSHOii eepWHHbl AnR nocne.AYIOll.lerO noHCKa ApyrMX eepWMH; 
4) paJ6HeHMe .rpet<OBOH MHlj>opMllllMM. no "KMHeMaTMSOCKHM" AHallaJPH~M, OOlBOMIOll.lee 

·coKparnrb apeMA peKOHCTpYKlll<M COfiblTMR; 
5) e•rAeneHMe "crpyii" (>t<OCTKaR KOMOOH8Hra). 
XapaKT!!pHOe SHCno onepa11Mii nponop11HOHanbHO M2

, rAe M - MH0>KOCTB8HHOCTb MnH sHCno 
rpeKoe e cofi•rTMH. 11AeonorMR aHan11Ja ocHoeBHa HB "11HrerpanbHOH MareMarMsecKOH MOAenM 
rpeKOBblX Hl06pa;,.8HHH" 11 He COAep>KMT B ce6e npo118Aypy eoccraHoeneHMR rpaeKTOJ)MH. 

Pa6ora e•rnonHeHa e na6oparop11~ RA~P'l••x npo6net.<i 011Al1. · 

Coo6ll.leHHe O6t.eAHHeHHOf0 HHCTHTyra ,uepH .. X HCC.1e.lOBaHHii. Jly6Ha 1992 

Yatsunenko Yu.A., Selunin S.Yu. E1·92-333 
Integral Analysis of Tracks Data in Solenoid 

. The preliminary an~lysis' of the tracks data for the particles In the solenoidal magnetic field in 
the high. multiplicity experiments is considered. This. analysis provides the realization of some 
functions: . . 

1) the de.termination of.the primary (intensive) vertices; 
2) the creation of the measurement coordinates arrays for the reconstruction of single track; 
3) the cleaning (removal) of the primary vertex for the folla.ving search the· next vertices· 
4) the separation of the whole tracks data Into "klnematlcal" subregions that allows one t~ 

reduce the overall CPU time of the events reconstruction; · 
5) the determination of "Jets" (hard components). 
The typical ~umber of operations Is proportional to M2 ("M" Is the multiplicity or the tracks 

number). This idea is based on the "integral mathematlca,.model of the track pattern'.' and does 
not contain a procedure of the trajectories reconstruction, · 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, JIN R. 
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